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Fast quantum gates for cold trapped ions

D. Jonathan, M. B. Plenio, and P. L. Knight
Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College, London SW7 2BZ, United Kingdom

~Received 1 March 2000; published 13 September 2000!

We present an alternative scheme for the generation of a two-qubit quantum gate interaction between
laser-cooled trapped ions. The scheme is based on the ac Stark shift~light shift! induced by laser light resonant
with the ionic transition frequency. Atspecificlaser intensities, the shift of the ionic levels allows the resonant
excitation of transitions involving the exchange of motional quanta. We compare the performance of this
scheme with respect to that of related ion-trap proposals and find that, for an experimental realization using
traveling-wave radiation and working in the Lamb-Dicke regime, an improvement of over an order of magni-
tude in the gate switching rate is possible.

PACS number~s!: 03.67.Lx, 42.50.Vk, 32.80.Qk
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I. INTRODUCTION

The last few years have seen impressive progress in
experimental demonstration of quantum information proce
ing @1#. Among the growing number of possible physic
scenarios for these demonstrations, the system of la
cooled trapped ions still remains one of the most experim
tally attractive@2–5# ~for reviews of ion-trap quantum com
puting, see, e.g.,@6–8#!. Ever since the original ion-trap
proposal of Cirac and Zoller~CZ! @9#, a number of modifi-
cations and extensions to their idea have been propo
@4,10–15#. Many of these have aimed at bypassing two e
perimental hurdles of CZ’s proposal, namely:~i! cooling the
ionic motion to the ground state, while~ii ! at the same time
keeping the ions sufficiently far apart that individual las
access to each of them is possible. On the one hand,
gate implementations have been suggested@11–13# that aim
to function even in the presence of moderate motional h
ing. On the other hand, an ingenious method has been
gested that exploits the ionic micromotion induced by
offset potentials to address individual ions even while sim
taneously illuminating all ions with the same beam@4,14#.
Each of these proposals has its own merits and difficult
and their feasibility and/or scalability have yet to be demo
strated experimentally. In the mean time, at least one exp
ment currently under development@5# aims to tackle the two
problems directly, achieving the conditions required by C

In the present paper, we assume that these conditions
indeed become feasible, and focus instead on another a
of these experiments: the gate switching rates. Evidently,
desirable that these should be as large as possible, so t
reasonably complex sequence of quantum operations ca
realized before decoherence sets in. It has been rema
@6,7# that the speed of any two-qubit gate realized by c
pling two ions via a motional mode must be bounded fro
above by the frequency of that mode~roughly speaking, the
ions must be able to ‘‘realize that they are moving’’ befo
they can influence each other!. At the present moment, n
experiment realizing a true two-qubit ion-ion gate has be
reported to our knowledge. However, at least two exp
ments have used schemes similar to the CZ proposa
implement two-qubit gates between a single ion and a m
tional mode@2,16#. Strikingly, in both cases the reported ga
1050-2947/2000/62~4!/042307~10!/$15.00 62 0423
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speeds fell far short of the mode frequency, by two to th
orders of magnitude. This limitation was not circumstanti
but inherent in the experimental technique that was us
The problem was the existence of strong off-resonant i
mode transitions, whose unwanted driving would spoil t
desired gate dynamics@6,7,9#. In order to avoid this, the lase
power had to be kept at a relatively modest level, resulting
slow gates.~Very recently, a modification of the CZ schem
which allows for somewhat faster gates, has been propo
@17#, seeNote added.!

In this paper, we propose an alternative scheme for tw
qubit gates that should allow for an increase in gate spee
at least an order of magnitude with respect to these exp
ments. Furthermore, this gain is achieved without signific
changes in experimental requirements with respect to ex
ing setups, apart from an increase in laser power and g
intensity stability. The key feature of our scheme is tha
exploits the ac Stark shift~light shift! induced by light reso-
nant with the ionic carrier transition. Using a coordina
transformation suggested by Moya-Cessaet al. @18# we dem-
onstrate that, within the Lamb-Dicke regime, and at spec
shift magnitudes~i.e., laser intensities!, the ion-mode dynam-
ics assumes the form of a Jaynes-Cummings interaction@19#.
This interaction can be exploited to generate a two-qubit g
in a manner analogous to the CZ proposal.

We then proceed to compare our scheme with other
isting proposals for faster cold-atom gates. For example,
ready in@9# it has been pointed out that if the traveling-wa
radiation used in current experiments is replaced with
standing laser field, with the ion located at a node, the
substantial increase in gate speed would be possible.
elegant ‘‘magic Lamb-Dicke parameter’’~MLDP! method
proposed by Monroeet al. @10# could also in principle lead
to faster gates. We argue, however, that our method, or
sibly a combination of it with the MLDP method, is the on
most amenable to practical implementation within the co
ion scenario.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. I, we introdu
our gate scheme, explaining its basic principle, the pu
sequences it requires, and the ways in which it differs fr
existing schemes. We also discuss its scalability to ma
atom arrays. We then provide numerical confirmation of o
analysis, and compare the performance of our scheme
©2000 The American Physical Society07-1
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D. JONATHAN, M. B. PLENIO, AND P. L. KNIGHT PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 042307
that of the Cirac-Zoller scheme in both its regimes~using
traveling-wave or standing-wave radiation!. Finally, we
present our conclusions.

II. TWO-QUBIT GATES BASED ON THE ac STARK-
SHIFT EFFECT

An important feature of the Cirac-Zoller gate scheme@9#
is that the frequencies of the pulses it uses are chosen t
resonant with the transitions between the ‘‘bare’’~un-
coupled! ion-mode levels. This choice reflects a ‘‘perturb
tive’’ point of view in which these level spacings are a
sumed to be unaffected by the coupling itself, or in oth
words that the level shifts due to the ac potential of
coupling field itself can be disregarded. For a sufficien
strong field, this assumption breaks down and the norm
disregarded off-resonant transitions become important~see,
e.g., @6#, Sec. 4.4.6!. A number of authors have speculate
that it might be possible to design a gate scheme incorpo
ing these shifts as an integral feature@7,20#. In this section
we construct a concrete realization of this idea, impleme
ing two-bit gates by exploiting the light shift generated
light resonant with the ionic carrier.

A. One ion interacting with a traveling laser field

In order to present our underlying idea in its clear
form, we consider first the relatively simple situation of
single trapped ion interacting with a traveling-wave fie
Also for simplicity, we assume the relevant ionic levels to
coupled by a direct~optical! transition. As is well known, the
analysis can be straightforwardly adapted to the case
Raman two-photon transition by a suitable redefinition
parameters@6,8#. In later sections we demonstrate how t
scheme is scalable to traps containing anN-ion chain, allow-
ing two-qubit gates to be realized between the internal st
of any two of the ions.

In the standard interaction representation, the Hamilton
for the one-ion system can be written as@6#

H5\V$s1 exp~ ih@ae2 int1a†eint#2 idt !1H.c.%. ~1!

Here,d5v l2va is the laser-atom detuning,n the trap fre-
quency,h5A(\k2/2mn) is the Lamb-Dicke parameter o
the trap, and we have already taken into account a rotat
wave approximation~RWA! that assumesd!va1v l ~the
detuning is far smaller than optical frequencies!.

Let us briefly recapitulate the approach that is usua
taken to this problem~see, e.g.,@6,8,21# and references
therein for detailed treatments!. First, one expands the expo
nentials in powers ofa,a† and looks for the resonances th
arise whenever the laser frequency is tuned to a motio
sideband, i.e.,d56mn. A second RWA is then realized
ignoring off-resonant terms that rotate at multiples of the t
frequencyn. The remaining resonant terms can be int
preted in general as intensity-dependent ‘‘multiphono
transitions@21#. If the Lamb-Dicke parameter is also sma
(h!1), and the ion is sufficiently cooled, the intensity d
pendence of the coupling constant can be ignored to low
order in h. For example, if the laser is resonant with t
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carrier transition (m50), or with the first red sideband (m
521), we have, respectively, the simple forms

H1CZ.\Ve2(1/2)h2
@s11s2#, ~2a!

H2CZ. i\Vhe2(1/2)h2
@s1a2s2a†#. ~2b!

These are the interactions that form the basis of the stan
Cirac-Zoller scheme for realizing one- and two-qubit qua
tum logic gates@9#. A slight modification of this scheme
~using blue sideband-detuned pulses! has been implemente
experimentally in single-ion traps@2,16#.

B. Two-qubit light-shift-based quantum gates

We now demonstrate that, even if only radiation reson
with the carrier is used, and without leaving the Lamb-Dic
limit, there is still a regime where two-qubit dynamics can
obtained. The basic physical idea behind this is as follo
we know that, apart from driving the one-qubit transitio
described in Eq.~2a!, any radiation resonant with the carrie
will also lead to an ac level splitting of the ionic semiclas
cal dressed statesu6&5(1/A2)(ug&6ue&) @22#. The magni-
tude of the splitting is 2\V, whereV is the Rabi frequency.
When the intensity of the laser is such that the splitti
equalsexactlyone vibrational energy quantum\v, the levels
u1&u0& and u2&u1& become degenerate, and we can exp
transitions between them. This amounts effectively to an
change of excitation between the motional and inter
states, i.e., to two-qubit dynamics.

To see how this happens in detail, let us begin by fi
making the Lamb-Dicke approximation~to first order inh)
directly in Eq.~1!:

FIG. 1. Scheme for two-qubit ion-mode interaction based on
ac Stark-shift~light-shift! effect. ~a! Radiation resonant with the
ionic carrier transition induces a splitting of the dressed levelsu6&
in the interaction picture, by an amount proportional to the lase
electric field amplitude.~b! When the splitting becomes equal t
one motional quantum\n, coherent population oscillations are in
duced between statesu1&u0& and u2&u1&.
7-2
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FAST QUANTUM GATES FOR COLD TRAPPED IONS PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 042307
H.\Ve2(1/2)h2
@s1e2 idt~11 ih@ae2 int1a†eint# !1H.c.#

5\V8$~s1e2 idt1s2e1 idt!1 ih~s1e2 idt2s2e1 idt!

3@ae2 int1a†eint#% ~3!

@where we have definedV8[Ve2(1/2)h2
#. When the radia-

tion is resonant with the ionic transition~or ‘‘carrier’’ ! fre-
quency~d50!, this reduces to

H.\V8@s11s21 ih~s12s2!~ae2 int1a†eint!#. ~4!

Comparing these equations with Eq.~2a!, we see that the
usual derivation corresponds to neglecting the terms rota
at frequency6n in this expression. These terms are the fir
order correction to the semiclassical ion-field interaction d
to the presence of the trapping potential, and their effect i
cause the dressed statesu6& to become nonstationary. To se
how these evolve, we first move into the ‘‘dressed-sta
picture obtained by rotating the atomic basis states with
transformation

R5
1

A2
S 1 1

21 1D , ~5!

so thatu6& become, respectively,ue& and ug& @note that, in
our notation,ue&5(0

1), ug&5(1
0), s15(0

0
0
1), s25(1

0
0
0)#.

Using the fact that

Rs6R†5
1

2
@sz6~s12s2!#, ~6!

we can see that, in this picture, the Hamiltonian has
Jaynes-Cummings@19# form

H85\V8@sz1 ih~s12s2!~ae2 int1a†eint!#. ~7!

~This transformation of the Hamiltonian is a special case
the construction given in@18#, where it is shown that the
ion-laser interaction isalways unitarily equivalent to a
Jaynes-Cummings form, without any approximations.!

Making a further ‘‘interaction picture’’ transformation o
the Hamiltonian by the unitary operator exp(iV8tsz/\), we
have

H95 i\hV8@ei (2V82n)ts1a2e2 i (2V82n)ts2a†

1ei (2V81n)ts1a†2e2 i (2V81n)ts2a#, ~8!

which gives us the resonance condition

D5V82
n

2
50. ~9!

Apart from the small correction toV given by the Debye-
Waller factor e2(1/2)h2

@6#, this is precisely the condition
depicted in Fig. 1. In this case, the first two~‘‘rotating’’ !
terms in Eq. ~8! become constant while the second tw
~‘‘counter rotating’’! oscillate at a frequency of 2n. We can
ignore them, making the Jaynes-Cummings RWA, as long
04230
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the secular frequencyhV85~1/2!hn of the resulting evolu-
tion is much smaller than this@19#. This requiresh!4,
which is compatible with the Lamb-Dicke assumptionh!1
we have already made. Thus if the laser’s frequency
intensity are such that they satisfy thedouble resonancecon-
dition d5D50, the evolution of the system can be describ
by the simple Jaynes-Cummings form

H2SS5
i\hn

2
@s1a2s2a†#. ~10!

What this teaches us is that off-resonant transitions can
always be disregarded, but, under the right conditions, m
in fact lead to resonant effects. Intuitively, if the off-resona
terms in the Hamiltonian given in Eq.~4! rotate precisely in
step with the secular evolution generated by the reson
terms, their contribution does not ‘‘average out’’ but rath
adds up over each cycle, in a manner reminiscent of an
cillator being driven by a resonant force. In the present c
this effect allows a field resonant with the carrier to coup
the internal and motional ionic variables in a way exac
analogous to a red sideband-detuned pulse as describe
Eq. ~2b! @Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!#. In particular, it can just as wel
be used to implement two-qubit logic gates between th
two degrees of freedom. Of course, the Hamiltonian~10! is
valid only in the ‘‘dressed’’ picture defined by the operatorR
in Eq. ~5!. In the normal or ‘‘bare’’ picture, its effect can b
seen as a beating at frequencyhn superposed on the usua
Rabi flops between statesug&un& and ue&un& @Fig. 2~c!#. It is
not necessarily obvious that this ‘‘dressed-picture’’ Jayn
Cummings interaction can be used to implement quan
logic gates in the ‘‘real world.’’ Nevertheless, in Sec. III w
show how, with a suitable generalization to theN-ion situa-
tion, this interaction can indeed realize a control-NOT

~C-NOT! gate between the internal variables of two separ
ions. ~Recall that aC-NOT gate together with one-qubit rota
tions form a universal set of gates for quantum comput
@23#.!

Finally, let us briefly consider the experimental requir
ments of our proposal. Apart from the usual demands of
CZ quantum gate proposal~individual ion access, ground
state cooling!, the only new requirement we make is that t
laser should have a fixed intensity satisfying the resona
condition in Eq.~9! ~or its N-ion generalization; see below!.
In more quantitative terms, our numerical simulation~see
Sec. III B 1! indicates that the laser power must be stable
within about60.5%. This does not seem to require signi
cant improvements in the laser power and intensity stab
already available in current experimental setups@24#. There
is also a bonus in the fact that a single laser can be use
perform both one- and two-qubit interactions. Therefore
expect that a proof-of-principle experiment using a sin
trapped ion should not be hard to realize.

C. Light-shift gates in a chain of N ions

The results we have just described are almost immedia
generalizable to the case where there areN identical ions
~and thereforeN motional modes! in a linear trap@6,8#. As-
suming that each of the ions can be illuminated individua
by a ~traveling! laser beam, then resonance conditions s
7-3
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FIG. 2. Simulation of a light-shift-based ion-mode gate operating on a single trapped ion. The laser is tuned on resonance with th
and also at an intensity such that the Rabi frequencyV8 is equal to exactly half the trap frequencyn. The Lamb-Dicke parameter ish50.1.
~a! In the interaction picture, stateu1&u0& exchanges population withu2&u1&; an exchange rate of over 99% is achieved.~b! Meanwhile, state
u2&u0& is stationary. The resulting ion-mode ‘‘conditional dynamics’’ can be used to implement a two-qubit quantum gate.~c! In the
Schrödinger picture, this effect appears as a modulation of the Rabi oscillations between statesue&u0& and ug&u0&.
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lar to those in Eq.~9! turn out to exist for each separate mo
frequencyn j . Before showing how the resulting ion-mod
interaction can be used to implement ion-ion gates,
would like to call attention to an important aspect of t
N-ion situation. In principle, any of theN motional modes
can be used to couple the internal ionic variables. Howe
in order for the light-shift scheme to function with highe
order modes, it is necessary to drive the system deeper
the Lamb-Dicke regime. To see this, consider t
interaction-picture Hamiltonian describing the coupling
the j th ion with a ~traveling-wave! laser@8#:

H5\VFs1
j expS i (

p51

N

h jp@ape2 inpt1ap
†einpt#2dt D 1H.c.G .

~11!

Here,p indexes the normal modes. The parameterh jp ,which
functions as the ‘‘effective’’ Lamb-Dicke parameter of th
pth mode, corresponds to the producthpbj

(p) , where hp

5A(\k2/2mnp) is the ‘‘conventional’’ Lamb-Dicke param
eter andbj

(p) is the relative weight of thej th ion’s displace-
ment in this mode. For the center-of-mass mode,bj

(1)

51/AN is independent of which ion is being driven. F
other modes this is no longer true. James@8# has given val-
ues ofbj

(p) for all ions and modes up toN510.
If all modes are suitably cooled and within the Lam

Dicke regime, and if the laser is resonant with the ion
carrier transition~d50!, then a procedure entirely analogo
to the one described in Eqs.~3!–~8! can be followed. One
then obtains that, in the ‘‘dressed-state’’ picture defined

V~ t !5exp~ iV8tsz
j !Rj , ~12!

the Hamiltonian given above can be rewritten as
04230
e
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to

f

H95 i\V8(
p

h jp@ei (2V82np)ts1
j ap2e2 i (2V82np)ts2

j ap
†

1ei (2V81np)ts1
j ap

†2e2 i (2V81np)ts2
j ap#, ~13!

whereV85Ve(21/2)((ph jp
2 ). As expected, there are multipl

resonance conditions analogous to Eq.~9!, one for each
mode frequencynp . If any of these are met@say, V8
5(nq/2) for the qth mode#, then the terms in this Hamil-
tonian can be divided into three categories according to t
time dependence:

~i! The rotating terms of theqth mode are resonant, an
represent a Jaynes-Cummings interaction of the form

H2SS5
i\nqh jq

2
~s1

j ap2s2
j ap

†!. ~14!

~ii ! All counter-rotating terms oscillate at frequenci
equal~in modulus! to at leastnq1n1@(nqh jq/2), wheren1
is the lowest energy mode. Assuming the effective Lam
Dicke parameterh jq is small (h jq& 1

10 ), they can therefore
be discarded in a RWA.

~iii ! The rotating terms of the other modes oscillate
frequencies equal to6unp2nqu. For a similarh jq , these
terms can be discarded as long as

unp2nqu
nq

@
h jq

2
. ~15!

If this is true for allpÞq, then the Hamiltonian~13! can be
reduced to the resonant term given in Eq.~14!. In this case,
only theqth mode is coupled to the ion’s internal state, ju
as in the usual perturbative scheme when the laser is tune
the first red sideband of this mode. The off-resonant ter
will lead to a small population leakage into the unwant
modes, of the order

e25S h jqnq

2unp2nqu D
2

!1. ~16!
7-4
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As we discuss in Appendix A, for high enough precisi
~small enoughe!, this population loss gives an upper bou
to h jq , and therefore to the overall Rabi frequency1

2 h jqnq
at which the scheme can function. For example, in the c
of the lowest~center-of-mass! mode,e2<0.005 requiresh1
&0.1. In addition, it has been shown by James@8# that the
spacingunq112nqu between successive modes decrease
their order increases. It follows that attaining a given pre
sion e requiresh jq to be made smaller and smaller asq
grows. In effect, we find that the potential increase in R
frequency afforded by using higher modes is complet
counterbalanced by this requirement, with the result be
that the maximum value for the overall switching rate ac
ally decreases as higher modes are used.

D. Two-ion C-NOT gates

Assuming the effective Hamiltonian~14! is valid, we can
use it to implement two-qubit quantum logic gates betwe
two ions in a manner similar to the usual Cirac-Zoll
scheme@9#. The analogy is not perfect because in the pres
case the Jaynes-Cummings HamiltonianH2SS is valid only in
the picture defined by the unitary operator in Eq.~12!, which
varies according to which atom is being addressed. Be
we realize a gate, we must first transform back into
‘‘common’’ picture @i.e., the one where the Hamiltonian i
Eq. ~11! is defined# and see how the time evolution behav
there. In this case we have that an initial stateuc(0)& evolves
according to

uc~ t !&5V†~ t !UJCM~ t !V~0!uc~0!&, ~17!

where V(t) is given in Eq. ~12! and UJCM(t)
5exp@(2it/\)H2SS#. In particular, the following states have
simple time evolution:

u2&u0&→expS inqt

2 D u2&u0& ~18!

u1&u0&→e(2 inqt/2)cosS nqh jqt

2 D u1&u0&

2e( inqt/2)sinS nqh jqt

2 D u2&u1&, ~19!

u2&u1&→e( inqt/2)cosS nqh jqt

2 D u2&u1&

1e(2 inqt/2)sinS nqh jqt

2 D u1&u0&, ~20!

u1&u1&→e(2 inqt/2)cosS nqh jqt

A2
D u1&u1&

2e( inqt/2)sinS nqh jqt

A2
D u2&u2&. ~21!

As we can see, we obtain the usual Jaynes-Cummings
flops, except that here the atomic states for which the a
04230
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and mode dynamically entangle and disentangle themse
are the dressed statesu6&, not the bare statesug&,ue&. There
are also some additional time-dependent phases.

In Appendix B, we demonstrate explicitly how this evo
lution can be used to implement a two-qubit gate betwe
two ions. We follow the same basic three-step pulse
quence proposed by Cirac and Zoller@9#: first, a p pulse is
realized between ion 1 and the chosen vibrational ‘‘d
bus’’ mode, which is initially cooled to the ground stat
This effectively maps the internal state onto the motional o
and vice versa, implementing the so-called SWAP gate~de-
fined here as the operation that maps statesu21& and u10&
onto each other, leavingu20& and u11& unaffected!. Second,
a 2p pulse is applied between the mode and ion 2, realiz
an entangling gate between the two systems. Finally, a
ond p pulse maps the motional state back onto the first i
completing the ion-ion gate. In the light-shift scheme, so
minor modifications in the sequence are necessary due to
fact that the ‘‘computational basis states’’ of the ions~gen-
erally assumed to be the bare statesug&,ue&) are not favored
by the time evolution above. This will then require a fe
extra one-qubit rotations in between the three basic step
the end, we are able to implement aC-NOT gate, with ion 2
acting as the ‘‘control’’ qubit, using a sequence of six puls
~three one-qubit and three two-qubit pulses!. In comparison,
the original CZ proposal requires five pulses to implemen
C-NOT gate, with the ions assuming the opposite roles: io
is the ‘‘control’’ and ion 2 the ‘‘target’’ qubit. We note that
in our protocol, some of the one-qubit pulses may~at least in
principle! be realized simultaneously with a two-qubit puls
pulses one and two in Appendix B can be realized togeth
and the same is true of pulses four and five. In contrast
the CZ scheme each of the five pulses must be realize
sequence.

III. COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE OF GATE
SCHEMES

We now study the performance of our ‘‘light-shift-based
~LB! gate scheme, comparing it to that of Cirac and Zolle
original ‘‘red-sideband pulse’’ proposal@9#. Briefly speak-
ing, our goal is to estimate the overall switching rate for
ion-ion C-NOT gate that can likely be attained using ea
scheme.

We begin by recalling that this rate will be essentia
governed by the speed of the three two-qubit steps in ei
scheme’s pulse sequence. This follows since one-qubit io
gates are unlimited by the mode frequency, and can there
be implemented at a much greater speed than two-qubit
mode pulses@6#. If we also assume for simplicity that th
same ionic transition is used for bothp and 2p pulses, then
the overall ion-ion gate frequency should be approximat
equal to the two-qubit Jaynes-Cummings Rabi frequen
Here we are using the convention that one complete R
oscillation, i.e., when all statesand their phases have re
turned to their initial values, corresponds to a 4p pulse.

For the LB scheme, this frequency is justhn/2. For a
typical valueh50.1 of the Lamb-Dicke parameter, we ob
tain therefore an overallC-NOT switching rate of aboutn/20.
Although still well under the limit posed by the mode fre
quency n itself, such a rate would represent a substan
7-5
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improvement with respect to current experiments. For
ample, in the~single-ion! two-qubit gate experiment reporte
in @2#, the two-qubit Rabi frequency was approximate
1023n. In what follows, we elaborate on this comparison
making a more thorough analysis of the limits of validity
the two methods. In particular, we include numerical con
mation of the efficiency of the LB scheme.

A. Regimes of the Cirac-Zoller scheme

Unlike in the LB scheme, in the CZ method the speed
the two-qubit gates is directly proportional to the laser fie
used to drive the red-sideband transition. This field can
however, be made too intense without driving unwanted o
resonant transitions, which therefore are the limiting fact
on the resulting gate speed. Before we can properly as
this limit quantitatively, we must first recall that the C
scheme operates in two strikingly different regimes, depe
ing on the spatial profile of the laser field@9,20#. The origin
of this difference lies in the presence or absence of stron
coupled off-resonant levels. It turns out that the conditio
under which transitions to these levels can be safely igno
~as is implied in the derivation of the CZ scheme! depend
crucially on whethertraveling-waveor standing-wavelaser
radiation is employed to drive the red-sideband transition

When a traveling beam is used, the closest-lying o
resonant transition is the carrier transition itself, which
detuned by the mode frequencyn. Despite this, the carrier is
also stronger than the resonant transition by a factor
h21@1. Intuitively, this situation is analogous to a V-typ
three-level atom where a weak transition~of strengthhV8! is
being resonantly driven, and where there is another clo
lying transition, detuned byn, which has a much stronge
coupling constantV8 ~Fig. 3!. The effects of both transition
must then be carefully weighed against each other: ifn is
large with respect tohV8, then we may expect the off
resonant transition to be ‘‘washed out’’ on average, as u
ally happens in rotating-wave approximations. However, t
condition alone is not sufficient, since in the limith→0 the
off-resonant transition must dominate the time evolution,
sulting in oscillations with an effective Rabi frequenc
(V82/n). We can therefore expect the resonant transition
dominate only if its secular Rabi frequencyhV8 is much
greater than this value, i.e., if

FIG. 3. Driving an ion with traveling radiation detuned to th
first red sideband generates a situation in many ways analogous
three-level system. The resonant 1↔2 transition corresponds to th
relatively weak sideband transition~coupling constanthV!, while
the off-resonant 1↔3 transition is analogous to the strong carr
transition ~coupling constantV@hV!. The off-resonant transition
can be ignored, leaving an effective two-level system formed
levels one and two, only ifV satisfies the condition in Eq.~22!.
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V8!hn. ~22!

The validity of this heuristic argument for the actual Cira
Zoller Hamiltonian can be confirmed via a straightforwa
perturbation-theory calculation@25#.

In other words, in order to ignore off-resonant transition
the Rabi frequencyV8 of the ion-mode interaction must b
extremely small, of the ordern/100 for a typical value
h50.1. This in turn implies that the switching rate of th
resulting logic gates will be of the orderhV8&n/1000, way
below the upper limit set byn. It is worthwhile to note that
Eq. ~22! was indeed satisfied in both published experime
that implemented CZ-like Rabi flops using traveling-wa
radiation and a single trapped ion@2,16#.

A very different situation arises if the laser field forms
sinusoidal standing wave~such as could be obtained b
bouncing the beam back on itself from a mirror!, and if the
ion is located exactly in one of thenodesof this wave. In this
case, interference from the two traveling components of
wave completely cancels many of the off-resonant tran
tions, in particular the carrier@6,8,9#. This effective selection
rule greatly increases the laser power that can be used, s
the most important off-resonant terms remaining in t
Hamiltonian ~Jaynes-Cummings counter-rotating terms a
terms describing the accidental driving of the wrong mod!
are no longer stronger than the resonant one. Stan
perturbation-theoretic arguments@20,8# show that in this
case the laser power should satisfy

V8!
n

h
. ~23!

For h50.1, this implies an increase by two orders of mag
tude with respect to the traveling-wave case. As a result,
configuration could potentially lend itself to the implement
tion of much faster gates than the ones already achie
experimentally. Unfortunately, the technical difficulty of re
liably maintaining an ion precisely in a wave node seems
have discouraged researchers from attempting such an
periment@26#. We are also not aware of any current plans
experiments in this direction.

B. Efficiency of gate implementations

In what follows, we compare our ‘‘light-shift-based’’ pro
posal to both regimes of the CZ scheme. We find that
performance can approach that of the standing-wave CZ c
figuration, without the latter’s technical drawbacks. In oth
words, an improvement of over an order of magnitude in
switching rate can be achieved with respect to curr
traveling-wave-based experiments without a great chang
the experimental setup itself. It must be emphasized ag
that we are only interested here in thetheoretical limits to
the gate performance, arising exclusively from the existe
of stray off-resonant excitations in the system. In oth
words, we are not concerned with external noise or diss
tive effects such as spontaneous emission@27#, but with the
maximum performance obtainable even under ideal exp
mental conditions.
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FIG. 4. Average fidelity measureF(h50.1,V8) ~see Sec. III B!, plotted against the ratioV8/n, for different quantum gate schemes in
two-ion trap:~a! The traveling-wave CZ scheme,~b! the standing-wave CZ scheme, and~c! the ‘‘light-shift-based’’~LB! scheme. Around
the resonanceV85n/2 @see Eq.~9!#, the LB scheme attains a peak efficiency close to 100%. The peak stays above 99% for valuesV8/n
within about60.5% of the resonance~inset!. SinceV8 governs the gate switching rate, this scheme should allow the implementati
efficient gates over an order of magnitude faster than those obtained in current experiments based on the traveling-wave CZ
Although this is still a few times smaller than the rate attainable using the standing-wave CZ scheme, the LB scheme should be
implement experimentally.
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A useful figure of merit for comparing the performance
the different schemes can be defined as follows. First,
determine how efficiently thep-pulse~or ‘‘ SWAP gate’’! step
is implemented in each scheme as a function of a relev
external parameter of the system, for instance laser powe~a
precise definition of what me mean by ‘‘efficiency’’ is give
below!. We can then define themaximum switching ratefor
each scheme as the greatest speed that can be attained
simultaneously keeping the efficiency above a sufficien
high threshold, which we~arbitrarily! set at 99%.

The definition of ‘‘efficiency’’ is also somewhat arbitrary
We take it to be theaverage fidelitywith which the SWAP
gate operates, maximized over one cycle, or

F~h,V!5maxU1st cycle

1

n (
k51

n U^c f
kuU~h,V,t !uc i

k&u2, ~24!

where the average is taken over some set of ‘‘relevant’’
tial states$c i

k%k51
n , with ideal images underSWAP given by

$c f
k%k51

n , and whereU(h,V,t) represents the full time evo
lution of the ion-trap system. For simplicity, we take this s
to be the basis states$ug&u0&,ug&u1&% ~in the case of the CZ
gate! or $u2&u0&,u2&u1&% ~in the case of the LB gate!.

Numerical results

In Fig. 4 we plot the efficiency functionF(h,V8), with h
fixed at 0.1, for three different gate schemes: the CZ sch
using ~a! traveling-wave radiation or~b! standing-wave ra-
diation; and~c! the ‘‘light-shift-based’’ scheme. The graph
were obtained by numerical integration of the full Schr¨-
dinger equation describing an ion–center-of-mass mode
teraction in a two-ion trap, including all off-resonant tran
tions and all orders of the Lamb-Dicke parameter. T
second or ‘‘stretch’’ mode is assumed to be cooled to
ground state.
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As should be expected, in the CZ schemes the efficie
decreases essentially monotonically with the laser power
addition, the dramatic difference in performance between
standing- and traveling-wave CZ configurations is read
apparent~note the difference in scale of the two graph!.
Indeed, if we consider 99% efficiency as the criterion f
acceptable gate performance, then the upper limit forV8 in
the traveling-wave case is about 1.531022n, while in the
standing-wave case it is about 1.25n, in agreement with the
estimates in Eqs.~22! and~23!. Meanwhile, the efficiency of
the LB scheme has a narrow peak around the resona
valueV85n/2, with a maximum value well over 0.99. Not
the presence of a small shift in the resonance due to
existence of weak off-resonant transitions. The width of
region whereF.0.99 is of the order of 0.005n. We can
conclude that highly efficient gate performance in th
scheme is possible as long as the Rabi frequency of the la
ion interaction is stable to within at least60.5%.

C. Discussion

Our results indicate that, as long as the challenges of
dividual laser access and ground-state cooling can be
the light-shift-based scheme should indeed allow highly
ficient two-qubit gates to be implemented within the Lam
Dicke regime. Furthermore, the relatively high laser pow
employed in this scheme means these gates should be
an order of magnitude faster than their counterparts obt
able via the traveling-wave CZ scheme used in current
periments. Specifically, an ion-ionC-NOT gate with a switch-
ing rate aroundn/20 may be realized. This speed
comparable to the one obtainable in principle with
standing-wave CZ configuration, but our proposal achieve
without requiring a precisely controlled standing-wave fie
We believe that these features should make the light-sh
based scheme a attractive candidate for the realization
7-7
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faster quantum gates. Furthermore, testing the underl
principle of the scheme in existing single-ion traps sho
present no difficulty.

Finally, we would like to briefly compare our schem
with the ‘‘magic Lamb-Dicke parameter’’~MLDP! proposal
of Monroeet al. @10#. This elegant scheme exploits the fa
that the one-qubit Rabi frequencyV in Eq. ~2a! is in fact
dependent on the number of motional excitations of the i
It turns out that, for specific ‘‘magic’’ values of the Lamb
Dicke parameter, the values ofV corresponding to zero an
one phonons become commensurate. This then means
after a sufficient number of Rabi periods, the atomic stat
flipped or not flipped depending on the state of the mode
other words, aC-NOT gate with the mode as the control qub
can be implemented. The scheme has a number of ex
mental advantages, notably the absence of the ‘‘auxilia
level needed in the CZ and LB schemes. Also, since it o
uses the strong ionic ‘carrier’ transition, the laser power u
can be quite considerable, leading also to relatively f
gates. The exact switching rate that can be obtained dep
on the chosen ‘‘magic’’ value, but should be at least as la
as the ones obtained by the other methods discussed in
paper~see@17# for a discussion!.

The method, however, also has at least two drawba
First of all, even the smallest magic value ofh quoted in@10#
is 0.316. This is already a bit too large for the validity of t
Lamb-Dicke regime required by currently used cooli
mechanisms such as sideband cooling@6#. Unless more so-
phisticated cooling methods are employed~possibly involv-
ing the use of higher-order sidebands@28#!, one would then
need the ability to fine tuneh to different values at differen
stages of the experiment, a feat that has not yet been ac
plished in practice, to our knowledge.

A second drawback comes the fact that the MLD
scheme can only implement universal ion-ion quantum lo
@23# if it is supplemented with another mechanism capable
realizing SWAP gates between internal and motional stat
For example, in@10# Monroeet al. point out that an ion-ion
C-NOT gate can be realized by ‘‘sandwiching’’ an MLDP
based ion-modeC-NOT between twoSWAP gates, just as hap
pens in the CZ scheme. However, the dispersive interac
exploited in the MLDP scheme does not itself allow t
transfer of excitations from the internal to the motion
states. This can be seen by noting that none of the avail
gates ~one-qubit ionic rotations andC-NOT gateswith the
mode as the control qubit! changes the populations in an
motional state.~In other words, these operations alone donot
constitute a universal set of gates@29#.! SWAP gates can only
be realized via some different mechanism, for instance
CZ red-sideband method or our LB method. In particular
gate using LB-basedSWAP steps and an MLDP-based enta
gling step would combine the best features of both th
schemes, including both speed and the absence of comp
tions such as auxiliary levels and standing waves~note
though, that since the LB scheme requires a smaller valu
h, the ability to tune this parameter would still be require!.
Whether in this ‘‘hybrid’’ combination or on its own, we
hope that the LB scheme will prove to be a useful tool
ion-trap quantum information processing.
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Note added.Recently, another study of the speed limits
Cirac-Zoller gates was put forward by Steaneet al. @17#.
Apart from presenting results that support and extend
discussion in Sec. III A above, these authors also prop
and experimentally test an independent method for incre
ing the gate switching rates within a traveling-wave scena
Their idea is somewhat complementary to the one prese
in this paper: they argue that the rapid decay in gate e
ciency shown in Fig. 4~a! is partly due to a shift in the
sideband transition frequency caused by the nearby str
carrier transition. This shift can be compensated for
choosing the laser beam to be slightly detuned from the
sideband frequency, resulting in gates that are consider
faster than the ‘‘standard’’ CZ gates we have considered
our analysis. Nevertheless, it appears that, if a sufficien
high gate fidelity is demanded, then our light-shift-bas
scheme is still faster than even this enhanced scheme@30#.
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APPENDIX A: LIMITS TO LIGHT-SHIFT GATES
IN N-ION STRINGS

James@8# has given detailed numerical data for the mo
parameters of up to ten trapped ions. It turns out that
frequencynq of a mode of any given orderq is roughly
independent of the number of ions~to about 0.5% over the
range of ion numbers investigated!. In the second line of
Table I, we reproduce these rough frequency values for
first six modes, relative to the frequencyn1 of the lowest
~CM! mode@31#.

We can use these data along with the condition in E
~16!, i.e.,

TABLE I. Properties of the lowest longitudinal modes of a lin
ear ion chain, adapted from data in Table II of James@8# ~see text
for details!.

q 1 2 3 4 5 6

nq

n1
1 A3.1.73 2.41 3.06 3.68 4.28

minup
unp2nqu

nq
0.73 0.39 0.27 0.20 0.16

hmax 0.146 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.03

hmaxnq

2n1
0.073 0.069 0.065 0.061 0.055
7-8
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e25S h jqnq

2unp2nqu D
2

!1, ~A1!

in order to estimate the range of values of the Lamb-Dic
parameterh jq for which the light-shift-based scheme shou
work within a given precision.@It can be verified that losse
due to other off-resonant transitions such as the coun
rotating terms in Eq.~13! are relatively small in the limit of
small h jq .# For each mode, we list in the third line the rel
tive frequency spacing to its closest-lying neighbor. No
that the closest mode is always the next-highest one, and
their relative spacingdecreaseswith increasing mode order
In the fourth line, we list the maximum valuehmax that h jq
can assume such thate2<0.01. Within this limit we should
be able to discard all off-resonant terms in the Hamilton
in Eq. ~13!, and the dynamics is then well described by t
effective Jaynes-Cummings interaction in Eq.~14!. Finally,
in the fifth line we give the resulting maximum Rabi fre
quency achievable using each mode~relative to the CM
mode frequency!. Note that the increase of the mode fr
quencies themselves is completely compensated by the
crease in the allowed Lamb-Dicke parameters, with the
fect being that the overall Rabi frequency also diminishes
the mode order is increased.

APPENDIX B: C-NOT GATE IN THE LIGHT-SHIFT
SCHEME

The following sequence of pulses realizes aC-NOT gate
between the internal states of two trapped ions, using the
ion-mode interaction given in Eqs.~18!–~21!.

~1! First, assuming the ‘‘bus’’ mode is initially in the
ground state, the state of ion 1in the u6&1 basisis mapped
onto theu0& andu1& phonon states by a two-qubitp pulse of
durationt15(p/nqhq j):

u2&1u0&→
t1

e( ip/2h jq)u2&1u0&, ~B1a!

u1&1u0&→
t1

2e( ip/2h jq)u2&1u1&. ~B1b!

The phase is identical for both initial states and can be
nored; ion 1 is left in theu2&1 state. In terms of the logica
basisug&1 ,ue&1, this transformation corresponds to applyin
a sequence of three gates: first a Hadamard rotation of
ion, followed by aSWAP gate with the mode, and finally
second Hadamard rotation.

~2! A one-qubitp/2 pulse couplingug&2 to an unpopulated
‘‘auxiliary’’ level ue8& is then applied on ion 2, mappin
ug&2→(1/A2)(ug&22ue8&2)[u28&2. As in the CZ scheme
this ug&2↔ue8&2 transition should be chosen such that lev
ue&2 is not affected~for instance, by using a different pola
ization!.

~3! A two-qubit 2p pulse of durationt25(2p/nqh jq),
resonant with theug&2↔ue8&2 transition, is applied on ion 2
Statesue&2u0&2 and ue&2u1&2 of the ion-mode system are un
affected by this, while statesu28&2u0&2 ,u28&2u1&2 evolve
according to
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u28&2u0&2→
t2

expS ip

h jq
D u28&2u0&2 , ~B2a!

u28&2u1&2→
t2

2expS ip

h jq
D u28&2u1&2 . ~B2b!

~4! Another one-qubitp/2 pulse couplingug&2 to ue8&2 is
then applied, mappingu28&2 back toug&2. For convenience,
we assume here that this pulse also cancels the phas
quired in the previous step. The overall effect of the previo
three pulses is to implement a ‘‘control-sz’’ gate between
the mode and ion 2, which maps

ug&2u0&→ug&2u0&, ug&2u1&→2ug&2u1&, ~B3!

ue&2u0&→ue&2u0&, ue&2u1&→ue&2u1&. ~B4!

~5! The state of the mode is then mapped back onto io
by a second two-qubitp pulse:

u2&1u0&→
t1

expS ip

2h jq
D u2&1u0&, ~B5a!

u2&1u1&→
t1

expS 2 ip

2h jq
D u1&1u0&. ~B5b!

~6! Finally, a one-qubit pulse removes the phase acqu
in the previous step, mapping states exp(7ip/2h jq)u6&1 of
ion 1 into u7&1. This completes the gate, whose overall e
fect in the computational basis is aC-NOT between ion 2~the
control qubit! and ion 1~the target qubit!:

ug&1ug&2u0&→
1

u2&1ug&2~ u0&2u1&) →
224

u2&1ug&2~ u0&1u1&)

→
526

ug&1ug&2u0&, ~B6a!

ug&1ue&2u0&→
1

u2&1ue&2~ u0&2u1&) →
224

u2&1ue&2~ u0&2u1&)

→
526

ue&1ue&2u0&, ~B6b!

ue&1ug&2u0&→
1

2u2&1ug&2~ u0&1u1&) →
224

u2&1ug&2~ u1&2u0&)

→
526

ue&1ug&2u0&, ~B6c!

ue&1ue&2u0&→
1

2u2&1ue&2~ u0&1u1&)

→
224

2u2&1ue&2~ u0&1u1&) →
526

ug&1ue&2u0&. ~B6d!

Note that the first five pulses already generate a ‘‘maxima
entangling’’ two-qubit gate, which is equivalent to theC-NOT

gate except for a local rotation.
7-9
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